INTEL®-POWERED 2 IN 1s FOR EDUCATION

Let students tap, type and collaborate their way to real-world success.

The latest Intel-powered 2 in 1s for the classroom give students fast, back and forth flexibility between the touch screen ease of a tablet and the full performance of an Intel-powered laptop. Use the tablet mode for apps, viewing and classroom sharing. Use the laptop mode for creating and keyboard functionality. It’s an educational win-win.

Leverage this opportunity and sell more Intel-powered 2 in 1s in Education.
Visit intel.com/educationchannel

1. Estimated, based on SYSmark® 2014, on a 5th Generation Intel® Core™ processor-based 2 in 1.
3. Measured using Full HD Local Video Playback Battery Rundown, on a 5th Generation Intel Core processor-based 2 in 1.
4. Resume from system hibernate.
5. Estimated based on SYSmark® 2014.
6. No computer system can provide absolute security. Built-in security features available on select Intel® processors may require additional hardware, enabled chipset, an Internet connection, firmware and/or software optimized to use the technologies. Results may vary depending upon configuration. Consult your system manufacturer and/or software vendor for more information.
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